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E PRINCETE
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WEEKLY NEWSPAPER IN KENTUCKY TO
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(Geri. Douglas

Number 29

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, January 17, 1946
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WRITTEN ON THE WIND, by
Wilder (Putnam's; szrs).

To two Princetonians last week came
high honors at the hands of their fellows.
And to the community, registering pride
in the possession of such citizens, a full
measure of satisfaction that these deserving leaders have added another accolade
to the rewards which come to those who
serve well.
Enthusiasm is the greatest power in
the world. It beats money and power and
Influence; and when a man has it, he is a
natural leader whose weight for good in
hilt community is tremenduous..
G. W. Towery and W. C. Sparks are
enthusiastic men; and take their enthusiasm for the things which stir them to
work at tasks over and beyond those

which are their daily stint into their strivings for the betterment of mankind.
A great fraternal organization has
again put the stamp of its approval upon
Walter Towery and, while he has perhaps
gained no stature thereby, we welcome
the honor for him; and here at home,
Carl Sparks has become our first citizen
for unselfish service to the whole community in such a wide variety of activities as few men may attempt.
To both we offer sincerest congratulations; and to each we extend best wishes
for many more years of generous and selfless devotion to good deeds which make
life more enjoyable for their fellow men.

If you are one of the many Kentuckians
who realize the great importance of the
present session of the Kentucky Legislature and the decisions it will make regarding what the State can and will do in
the next two years, now is the time for
you to take a hand in how your representatives at Frankfort vote on the State
budget.
Gov. S. S. Willis, who we have repeatedly stated in these columns we like but
who demonstrated during the first session
of the Legislature after his election that
he was among the most inept men ever
to fill the governorship of this State,
has again blundered badly in his budgetary recommendations to the General
Assembly.
We think there is slight chance his
narrow-minded policies will find favor
with a majority of the representatives
and senators comprising the Legislature;
but all sincere Kentuckians, having the
best interests of the State in mind, should
advise themselves now about what is at
stake . . . and take action.
The Governor did not like the Legislative Council, would have no part in its
deliberations, dealt around its findings
and recommendations completely in his
address to the General Assembly last
week. He did the same to his own Kentucky
Tax Revision Commission, named by him
to examine into Kentucky's needs. This
body was of his own choosing, had for its
chairman State Senator Ray Moss, of
Pineville, one of the most astute and conservative members of the General Assembly, and a Republican stalwart.
This group, containing other leading
Republicans as well as Democrats, made
Its report unanimously calling for a budget of $46,638,961 a year for the two-year
period beginning July 1, 1946. The Legislative Council, created by law to make the
budget estimate for the State, proposed the
total of $46,400,611, or slightly less than
'the.governor's own picked commission
said would be required. The Governor
himself, when he went before the General
Assembly, asked that appropriations be
Approximately 12 million less!
Governor Willis thus turns his back
upon the State schools and colleges, now
put to the greatest strain in their history; and will have a battle on his hands
pa a result.
He forgot his oft-repeated promises of
support for the Conservation Department, State Parks, a better program for
inviting the tourist trade, the $250,000

asked for development of a State Park
at Eggner's Ferry in the new Kentucky
Lake area; more money for rural roads,
and all the other pressing needs of Kentucky.
In addition to this, Governor Willis
asks that the State Ipcome Tax be repealed as it affects individuals, which
will mean a loss of revenue of about $4
million a year.
Of especial importance to western Kentuckians also is the fact that the Governor
wants Murray State College to get along,
with enrolment already up 56 percent,
on $100,000 less each year than his Tax
Revision Commission said this college
ought to receive in the next biennium.
Some political observers have remarked
that Willis is seekng to gain support for
his candidacy this year for the U.S. Senate, to fill out the unexpired portion of
Sen. A. B. Chandler's term. If so, we cannot feel he has chosen a happy course,
for many thousands of persons, especially
those who pay no State Income Tax, will
not want their State colleges, the University of Kentucky, State Parks, old-age
pensioners and other needs of the State
neglected.
We think it is fairly safe to assume
that our own State Senator Roy McDonald and Representative Joe Nunn, will
not stand for the schools, colleges and
the University to be ham-strung by
niggardly appropriations now, when G.I.s
and others are being turned away because of inadequate facilities for housing
and educating them. If we neglect education in this manner, we beggar ourselves and jeopardize Kentucky's future.
Governor Willis' budgetary recommendations are not understandable to us, except that they follow a pattern of ineptitude for which his administration will go
down in our State's history as unmatched
to this time.
Political and factional lines will disappear at Frankfort during the next
several weeks, when Kentucky's future
is being decided. It is greatly to be hoped
there will be enough courageous members of the Legislature, of both parties,
to'work and vote for Kentucky's progress.
If in so doing they must turn their backs
upon their Governor, that is to his discredit, not theirs.
And good citizens should not fail to
let their representatives and senators
know how they feel about the matter of
proper financing for the agencies which
labor to , raise Kentucky's standards all
along the line.

"Industry should seek every sound opportunity to scatter its productivity
around the country." So says Alfred P.
Sloan, Jr., chairman of the board of General Motors Corporation, which practices
what the boss preaches.
He pointed out that there are 3,070
counties in the U. S., and yet eight (containing New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Pittsburg, Cleveland and Buffalo) produce a quarter of
the nation's manufactured wealth.
" I believe," he said. "we should move
toward a better balance between industry
and the land."
To Smaller Places. For a number of
years, declared Sloan, "a considerable migration of industry" has been under way.
Cotton textile manufacturers and iron and
steel producers have set up plants in
southeastern states.
General Motors, he said, is moving
away from the "powerhouse." GM operates plants in Kokomo and Anderson,
Ind.; Linden, N. J.; La Grange, Ill.; Lock-

port, N. Y.; Harrison, N. J.; Bristol and
Meriden, Conn.; Warren, Ohio.; Janesville, Wis. (all in the 10,000 to 42,000 popllation range).
GM's planning list calls for plants in
Framingham, Mass. (pop. 23,214); Elyria,
Ohio (pop. 25,120); and New Brunswick,
N. J. (pop. 33,180).
Meaning. Citing the lower cost of living in small towns, Sloan said: "The same
wage rate means a higher standard of living—conversely, an equivalent standard of
living, means lower costs and lower selling prices."
Results: More production, more employment, more wealth,"more things for more
people in more places," according to the
GM chairman.
(Pathfinder Magazine)
A survey indicates that within the
next five years the Rural Electrification
program should be able to bring electricity to 3,655,000 additional rural
families.
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Princeton Lumber Co. was more
than usually upset by his football absence this time ...because
the GE people tried to hire Julian Littlepage away, for a sales
job in Cincinnati, by telephone;
was disturbing to Mr.
which
Fred ... who told the Cincinnati
boys they didn't need a sales
manager as he could sell all the
GE products they could send
him!

of the
UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY CONVENES IN LONDON—The first General Assembly
Great
United Nations Organization listens to an address by Prime Minister Clement Attlee, of
main
Britain as it convenes at Central Hall on Parliament Square in London. Attlee outlined two
and
controls
energy
out
atomic
work
to
commission
a
of
special
creation
the
body,
tasks for the
surpress
organization of an eleven nation council to act, by force if necessary, to prevent or
wars. (AP Wirephoto via radio from London)

Lieut. Howard E. Day was at
home last week ... on terminal
leave from the Army. Howard
served throughout the war in
a highly re§pansible potion in
the leather goods departitent of
the Jeffersonville Quartermaster
Depot, where he gained much
valuable experience. He iisind
Mrs. Day left last Friday for
Florida for a vacation. His terminal leave ends April 10, then
he will be associated again with
his father in the operation of
the Kentucky Whip and Collar
Co., of which he is secretary.
*
*
*

Nevada, to see Boulder Dam,
the next day to visit the Grand
Canyon and Caliente race track,
in Old Mexico, and got home
car a third friend bought, for
OK, the second-hand car all in
the return trip.
one piece.
*
*
Rumsey said the boss at the
They stopped off

Let it be remarked here that
we are delighted to regain this
fine young couple as residents
of this community. In far too
many instances, we fear, our
young men and women who left
us during the war are not coming back here to live, the community thus losing its finest
asset.
* * *
The Morganfield Lions Club,
anxious to fill a long felt need
in the community, is going after
industry ... by direct methods
well calculated to produce results. The Lions have inserted
in New York,
advertisements
Chicago and St. Louis newspapers, briefly setting forth Morganfield's advantages for factory sites.
*
*
*
Now, the Union County Advocate says, inquiries are "pouring
in" from shoe, shirt and glove
manufacturers who want to locate In a small community, in
the newly conceived program to
de-centralize industry. Furniture
makers are also interested in
Morganfield.
*
*
*
General Motors and other
large industrial enterprises are
looking to the land south of
the Ohio River, to locate smaller plants than they have in
the highly Industrialized North.
There is opportunity here for
towns like Morganfield ...and
Princeton.
*
*
*
Thousands of persons spent
the night before the Tournament
of Roses parade on sidewalks
lining the route ...and they saw,
among other things, $6,000 worth
of orchids on the float of the
Republic of Mexico. The orchids
were flown in to Pasadena the
night before the parade,, says
Rumsey Taylor, who was one of
the officials in the football game
in the Rose Bowl.
*
* *
Hugh B. Cherry, Who underwent an operation at Hopkinsvine recently, is bac, home....
but is as yet unable to resume
his duties as Standard Oil manager here. Friends are visiting
him to wish him a speedy recovery.
*
*
*
Rumsey says he was "No. Y/9",
in line waiting for space in an
airplane to come home ...so he
went in with two other guys to

Kentucky alumni and fans were
bitterly disappointed this week
when it became known the Lexington university will NOT get
Bo McMillin, Indiana's football
mentor, for the Wildcats this
year, or any time soon.
* * *
Bo had accepted the UK offer and was ready to move from
his Bloomington spot, where he
won the Big Ten title last fall
and was voted 'Coach of the
Year". But when he approached
his IU bosses with a request to

be released from his 10.
tract there, he got a b'
So, the hunt goes on at
Bo stays at IU.
* *
*
We hear a new des:
shortly locate in Prince
offices over Finkel's F•
This is welcome news
who have been foreed le
a two-months' waiting bg
their teeth attended to
the last several years.
* *
*
Frank Cayce. one of thst
est and most attractive :
alities of our acquaintas
bought the Cayce-Yost
Store, Hopkinsville, w
began a few years
war as a small appu
the big Cayce-Yost store
ated by his father,
Cayce. John L. Starnes
identified with men's .
business in Hopkinsville, .
a partner in the new
...and we wish them boil

Because Franklin Roosevelt himself had long suffered From infantile paralysis,
he was zealously devoted to extending research toward completely conquering the disease . . . and to Warm Springs Foundation whose facilities can
aid those already stricken. The man who became president in the face of so
great a handicap appreciated all the more the value of completely restored
health, and the need of an institution which would make necessary therapy
you
available to all. Until infantile paralysis smites someone dear to you,
cannot realize how tragic it is. May you never know! But to help those whom
it has already claimed, give generously . . . . Join the March of

Dimes.

Infantile Paralysis Fund Raising Committee
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Gives Homeless Vets
Chance To Age In Wood
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siness, could not get the
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Well! How Many Cows
Is A Good Wife Worth?

Ky. Farm News

Try This On Your
Business Machine

Johannesburg, South Africa
For the fourth consecutive
year, dairying in Anderson (1P) The City Council has decounty has increased, production cided to "Buy British" even
when the price is 28 percent
8 percent over 1944.
Approximately 50 percent of higher than the lowest Amerithe farmers in Robertson coun- can bid.
ty have storage lockers in the
A tender for goods on that
new frozen food locker plant at basis was debated and the arguMt. Olivet.
ment that won was:
More than 2,300 acres were
The U. S. buys less than 28
planted by farmers in Monroe million dollars worth a year
county in 1945 for hay, feed for from South Africa compared to
hogs, and for beans.
more than 160 million dollars
Due to contour planting, Ed worth purchased by Britain.
McQueen of Jackson county
"It is our duty," said one
harvested a good corn crop, councilman, "to buy British and
despite insufficient rainfall.
thus help to restore British exH. T. Bugg, 72, of Carlisle port trade to its flourishing precounty, harvested his first crop war state."
of burley with excellent results,
following the use of manure,
phosphate and commercial fer- Inmate Tests 'Break'
tilizer.
While Testing Brakes
Food conserved by homemakJessups, Md. (IF) Superintenders of Caldwell county is valued ent J. Leroy Wright reported
at $371,470.
that an automobile brake testDelma Dawson, a Campbell
ing job apparently gave an incounty 4-H club girl, purchased
mate of the House of Correction
Holsteina cow at the Michigan
ideas for a "break."
Friesian Breeders' Association
Wright said Luther Boggs,
sale.
serving two years, and a guard
Ky. 203 white hybrid corn
were adjusting the brakes, and
gave the highest yield in deguard told Boggs to drive
the
Lawrence
in
monstration plots
the car around the circle frontcounty, followed by Ky. 103.
Marvin Aulick, of Pendleton ing a main building.
Boggs drove into the circle,
county, who has a flock of 1,000
White Leghorn pullets, has a then kept going. The sheriff at
special market above regular Bel Air, 50 miles away, nabbed
Boggs several hours later.
prices for his eggs.

Johannesburg, South Africa (IF)
A native has been fined $40 for
a, P.6,
sq. L.
E.iN L.
profiteering on one of his daugh- el/NCtlfacIPP
AvosisscoY
v.ofc"eq/
ZS%W12)+9N
ters.
Speakers at the Farm and Home Convention at the University
He signec: an admission of
of Kentucky at Lexington Jan. 29-Feb. 1 include John H. Davis,
guilt that he had received 20
executive secretary of the National Council of Farm Co-Operahead of cattle from her prostives at Washington; Virginia jewel, fashion director of the
pective husband when he was
Cotton Textile Institute, New York; Mrs. Sarah P. Ellis of the
entitled to only 10 head.
Southern States Co-Operative, Richmond, Va.; President H. L.
onstrate t h e possibilities of Donovan and Dean Thomas P. Cooper of the University of Kensuch forming units when business tucky; Dr. P. E. Blackerby, Kentucky state health commissioner;
principles are applied. This ElM L. Anderson of the Farm Foundation, Chicago, and K. H.
operator accepts facts that have Hinchcliff, Illinois housing expert.
been established by experimenThe convention will have sessions for women all four days,
tal and research workers and a general session for farmers the first day, sectional meetings
applies them on his farm.
three days, and annual meetings of farm organizations.
J. T. Rice, of McCracken counThere is nothing miraculous
ty reports that peach trees treatabout operating a farm successed for two years with ammonfully, but a great deal of knowBenefit wonderfully from famous
ium nitrate produced five bushledge is required. Operating a
doctor's discovery that relieves
farm is a business and business
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those els per tree, while trees which
backache, run-down feeling due
principles must be applied. We who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost were untreated produced only
files of Twice- two bushels.
to excess acidity in the urine
are more fortunate than our fore- 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
An average increase of 183 People everywhere an finding amazing
fathers, in that our experiment feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
from painful symptoms of bladder
pounds of burley tobacco per relief
stations and research workers hortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
irritation caused by exc.. acidity in the
striae. DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
are providing us with informaPrinceton, Ky. Feb. 9, 1923. Dark Tobacco Association at acre is reported by six demon- sets
fast on the kidney• to ease discomfort
tion on practically every phase Miss Frances Ogilvie, daughter this point, moved his family here strators using 200 pounds of by promoting the flow of urine. This pure
\oriel medicine is especially welcome
of our farm operations, which of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Ogilvie, yesterday from Fredonia to the ammonium nitrate per acre.
whore bladder irritation duo to ersces•
for "getting up at
Approximately 30 farmers in acidity isA responsible
is based on years of experimental of this city, who has been a stu- home of Mrs. P. 0. Harralson,
carefully blended consbinatloa
night".
Breckinridge county contoured ef IS herbs, roots, veget•bles, balsam; Dr.
research work.
dent at Hamilton College, Lex- on North Jefferson street.
Kihner'• contains not hong harsh, Is at.
1,000 acres of corn and tobacco .4
One of our most progressive ington, has a number of stories
ately non-habit forming. Just good in.
gradients that many people say have a
farmers once said that what we and poems in the Hamiltonian, ,Princeton, Ky. March 27, 1923. land in 1945.
asanreleas elect.
In Madison county, 207 farm
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
get out of our labor depends the quarterly magazine publish- Mr. James Monroe Pool, having
thousand• of others you'll be glad
upon management and equip, ed by the students, which have completed a six months' course ponds have been cleaned or built Like
that you did. Send name and address to
A, Kilmer & Co., Inc., Bon
Department
Technothe
of
at
School
to
Boston
provide water badly needed 1255. Stamford,
ment we have to work with. been generally complimented.
Conn. Offer limit,-d. Send
Think it over!
at once. AU druggi•ts sell Swamp Root.
Miss Ogilvie was honored by logy, has returned home to ac- during periods of drouth.
being editor-in-chief of the cept a position with the First
Hamiltonian for the current National Bank.
school year. Her articles appearPrinceton, Ky. March 27, 1923.
ed in the November and DecemMr. and Mrs. Homer Brown, Mrs.
ber issues.
Harvey Moore, Mrs. Ruby Beers,
'4 Princeton, Ky. March 6, 1923. Mrs. Virgie Campbell and Mr.
Mrs. Constance Lester and dau- Urey Catlett spent Sunday afterghter, Miss LaVergne, spent last noon very pleasantly with
Friday and Saturday in Hopkins. friends in Eddyville and Kuttawa.
vile, where they saw "The Bat." They say as soon as Lyon county
pikes her end of the road they
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 13, 1923. will go again.
Mr. R. I. Rice, manager of the
FRANK SINATRA...
Princeton, Ky. June 15, 1923.
Singing . dancing ... romancing!
Master Fred Stallins is having
a jolly time with the boy scouts
KATHRYN GRAYSON...
in and around Cadiz this week.
The pin-up girl of the whole Navy!

REPAIR WORK
113 Market Street

ONE OF YEAR'S BEST!... SEE IT!
HERS
WAS THE
DEADLIEST
OF THE
SEVEN
DEADLY
SINSI

Leave Her
to He en
Star rIi

GENE TIERNEY
CORNEL WILDE
JEANNE CRAIN
with VINCENT PRICE
MOTOORAPHED MI

1,0„,
7ecdoicelov

Added Delights!
CARTOON FOOTBALL THRILLS NEWS

TUES. & WED., JAN. 22-23 —

Coil G TO TNRI

SERVICE
CABS
2 Cars on Duty
DAY and NITE
Courteous Treatment
and Efficient Service
Guaranteed

R. (Dick) Morse, Supervisor
We go any where at any
time — long trips or short —
we are ready.

Japan Can Have
Its Castor Oil

GENE KELLY...
dances itic way into your heart!

Koyoto, Japan (IP) Two thousand gallons of castor oil and
747 bugles—both heartily disliked by GIs—were among items
returned to the Japanese by the
recently inactivated 41st Division
Not returned were 7,280,000
pounds of explosives, 126 midget
submarines, 180 airplanes, 11
gliders, 516 mountain and antiaircraft guns and 11 tanks, all
of which were destroyed.
Lt. Col. Irwin T. Shaw, of Des
Moines, Ia., division supply officer, turned over to the civilian
population 690,000 pounds of
beans, 1,266,300 pounds of fish
and meat, and large quantities
of tobacco, rice, cereal and tea
taken from the Japanese army.

Added Joy'.....THE FLIRTY BIRDY" Color Cartoon

THUR. & FRI., JAN. 24-25
A WISTFUL NOSTALGIC STORY OF
LIFE ON A WISCONSIN FARM!

Notice
ANNUAL STOCKHOLDERS
MEETING OF THE PRINCETON
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION
The annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Princeton
Federal Savings and Loan Association, Princeton, Ky., will be
held in the office of the association, Henrietta Hotel Building, Friday, January 18, 1946,
at 7 P.M. for the purpose of
electing three directors and the
transaction of any other business that may come before the
meeting.
2t
C. M. WOOD, Secretary
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of us hold great expectations for 1946. Rallying
the aftermath of war, it may well become the
of many years of abundance and progress.
• a share of the abundance, each of us must
ate to the progress. That goes for individuals
mpanies alike.
Illinois Central's job will be turning out the finest
ansportation ...service that will bring you,
mically and swiftly the fruits of postwar entermake your journeys the most
...service that will'
t ever known.
•
foundation of this service must be heavier,
line operation. We've
main
high-speed
rail for
working on this foundation for five years and have
ad SOO additional miles of new rail for delivery
ear. Its installation will mark another step in our
am to bring you transportati...e second to none.
Illinois C.entr.1 intends to earn your continued
nags and friendship,
•

W. A. JOHNSTON
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ON WAVES OF LOVE and LAUGHTER ..
COMES THIS GAY MUSICAL ROMANCE!

Phone 200

PHONE 38
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HORTT & PRUETT
ELECTRIC CO.

lectrical Contractors

$UN.101011.
JAN. 20-21
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Des Moines (IP) Wooden grain
storage bins used during the
1930's when Iowa was glutted
with a corn surplus now are going to be offered for sale to veterans for use as houses.
R. H. Kenworth, Des Moines
builder, said he had purchased
240 of the 14 x 24 foot bins from
the U. S. department of agriculture at 13 Iowa towns and
Would offer them to central Iowa
war veterans.
The price "as is," along with
plans for converting them into
houses, is $325. He estimated
that converted into modern,
small houses the cost would be
about $2,800 exclusive of the lot.

Farm Convention Speakers

Hopkinsville
Avi
icarson

W

IN TECHNICOLOR!
with

JOSE !TURIN

PLUS!... LATEST NEWS and SELECTED SHORTS

SATURDAY, JAN. 19th
Edward G. ROBINSON
SWEET SINGING...GUN TOTIN' GENE...
BRINGING YOU ROMANCE,THRILLS, ACTION!

OUR Margaret O'
VINES
TENDER. RAP
JAMES CRAIG

FRANCIS GIFFORD

Added Units!... LI'L ABNER CARTOON and NEWS

AND...THESE ARE COMING!...

"Meet Me In St. Louis"

for

aLove Letters" "You Came Along"

omen's
ear

"Abbott & Costello In Hollywood"
"Week-End At The Waldorf"

*xclusivoly yours

"The Spanish Main"

"Duffy's Tavern"
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UK Finally Gets Ben Franklin Honored
Football Coach
By Printing Industry
Maryland

Army Enlisment
Week Proclaimed

Paul Bryant,
U., Will Be Kentucky's
New Grid Mentor

Young Men Urged To
Take Advantage Of
Benefits Offered

Printing
Rochester, N. Y.
observEducation week
throughout
industry
the
by
ed
(By Associated Press)
Major General James L. ColLexington, Jan. 15 — Paul the United States during the
lins, Commanding General of
(Bear) Bryant, of the Univer- week df January 14 to 19, with
the Fifth Service Command, ansity of Maryland, was named special ceremonies in hundreds
nounced this week that Army
Tuesday as the new football of towns and cities commemorRecruiting Week would be held
coach at the University of Ken- ating the 240th anniversary of
Benjamin Franklin's birth JanuJanuary 22-26.
tucky.
Governor Simeon S. Willis, of
Bryant, virtually unmentioned ary 17.
In a Printing Education week
, Kentucky, has issued a proclaas top prospect for the Wildcat
mentor's, was signed for 5 years. statement urging that the premation tailing upon the people
No salary figure was announ- cepts of Franklin, the printer,
of his State to support this imced.
writer and diplomat, be followed
portant event and has urged
Announcement
of Bryant's today, the National Graphic Arts
young men between the ages of
selection was made by the Education association says:
17 and 34 to enlist, to take adnewly-formed University Athletic
vantage of the many opportuni"On this anniversary of BenjaAssociation at a special confer- min Franklin, it behooves us to
ties, benefits, privileges and
ence.
economic security offered by the
rededicate ourselves to the sage
Bryant, who succeeds Athletic philosophy of this great AmeriArmed Forces Voluntary ReDirector Bernie Shively as head can, who had courage, fortitude,
cruitment Act.
coach, joined the University of and faith in our institutions. It
Veterans' organizations have
endorsed Armed Forces to the STEEL MILL RESUMES OPERATION —A Bessemer converter Maryland only last fall, and had is fitting in this eighteenth Naend that the program for volun- throws a red glow into the sky at Pittsburgh, Pa., as the mill been listed as a possiblity for tional Printing Education Week
tary enlistments may be suc- resumes operation following postponement of the steel strike. an athletic post at Alabama, that we resolve vigorously to
where he was a star gridder.. emphasize the precepts exemcessfully accomplished. The Fifth (AP Wirephoto)
Tonight's announcement cliService Command stands in 7th
plified by this great printer,
maxed the Athletic Association's
1,200 War Veterans
among the 24 overseas theaters
writer and diplomat.
search
for
a
new
tutor
weeks-long
and service commands in the
"In 1717, he founded the Junto
'Enrolled At U. Of K.
the fortunes of the
to
better
U. S. now engaged in recruiting
(Continued from Page One)
Registration of approximately wildcat grid squad, plagued by club, which developed into the
voluntary enlistments.
American Philosophical society
least one addition have been 1,200 returned war veterans for ill-luck in recent seasons.
Voluntary enlistments totalthe winter quarter at the UniKentucky won only two of in 1743; the first subscription
made.
ling 334,423 have been reported
Kentucky resulted in its ten scheduled games last sea- library in America in 1731; the
The building was -originally versity of
for the overseas theaters and
enrollment of 114 son under the direction of first police force and fire comincreased
an
United States. Of this total, 8.14 built by a Mr. Maxwell about percent over the winter quarter Shively who
had been named pany in the Colonies about 1737;
percent" has been recruitect- in. the year 1809, according . to a last year, University officials an- to succeed Ab Kirwan.
a system of street paving and
King,
Tom
the
late
'Statement
of
the Fifth Service Command.
lighting; an organized militia
Shively
nounced.
will
continue
as
athAn
years.
many
there
The present goal set by the who lived
force, and an academy, which
With registration for the quar- letic director.
War Department is 1,600,000 vol- old court record shows it was
developed into the University of
stu3,507
total
of
closed,
a
ter
untary enlistments by July 1st. operated by James Blue in 1828.
One hundred, and fourteen Pennsylvania, and in the same
dents had enrolled as compared
original
The lumber in the
to 1,688 for the winter term last merchant ships were sunk by year a city hospital. In 1742
building was sawed with a
enemy submarines off the east Franklin invented the Franklin
year.
"whip" saw. Many persons tocoast of the U.S. during the war. Stove, giving increased heat with
day are not familiar with that
In one day 25,000,000 paper economy of fuel. He refused to
John F. Quertermous
method of manufacturing lumbags are produced at the world's patent it, so that it might be
Funeral services for John ber. It was strictly a hand labor
largest kraft paper mill and bag free to all the people. In 1752,
Franklin Quertermous, who died process. The only mechanical
(Continued from page one)
factory at Savannah, Georgia. It by his great experiment with the
at the Marion Hospital Friday, tool was a long curved saw, sim- retained. The committee pointed'
takes 32 freight cars to ship kite, string and doorkey, he
Jan. 11, were held at the home ilar to a cross cut saw, which out that the State needs "all of
them away.
proved the identity of lightning
in Fredonia Sunday afternoon at was operated by two husky men. properly necessary functions of
2 o'clock, with the Rev. J. C. The building was put together its present revenues to support
Lily, pastor of the First Bap- with wooden pegs.
our state government and intist Church, of Marion, officiaAccording to information ob- stitutions.
ting.
•
"Reductions in revenue resulttained before his death from
Survivors are his widow; five the late Tom King, the building ing from repeal of the income
sons, Euclid, Owen, J. E., James
originally had a basement, with tax laws must be replaced with
and Charles, and two granda spring of water in it which other tax revenue or necessary
children.
flowed out through a drain into governmental service curtailed."
Pallbearers were Raymond
Lewis F. Allen, Bowling Green,
the creek near the house. There
Moore, Ruble Akridge, J. E. Hillwas also a water mill near the was reelected president of the
yard, Virgil Lowry, Albert Walhouse. One of the millstones federation at its closing session
ker and Rex Adams.
from
the mill can be seen in Friday. Reelected 'vice-presidents
Burial
was
in
Fredonla
the
accompanying
picture, being were H. M. Roseberry, Mayscemetery.
ville, and W. F. Thompson, Tayused as a door step.
In the early days, Taverns lorsville.
Mrs. Sallie Ladd
Directors named Friday were:
were often used as meeting
Mrs. Sallie Ladd, 83, widow places for civil, political and M. W. Thomas, Trigg county;
of George Ladd, died Monday military groups. How
many such Roscoe C. Stone, Fulton county;
afternoon at the home of her meetings took place at Elk
Horn E. W. Richmond, Daviess coundaughter, Mrs. Roy Hopson, Tavern we do not
know, but ty; Whit Jackson, Webster counCerulean.
undoubtedly they were many. ty; Sceggan Jones, Jefferson
Funeral services were held
Information is available to the county; Alec Veech, Shelby
Wednesday afternoon at the
effect that a wagon train from county; 0. C. McCubbin, Larue
home, with the Rev. Benjamin
Caldwell county assembled at county; A. C. Gross, Grant counLadd, Eddyville, in charge, asthe Tavern during the gold rush ty; Horace Cleveland, Henry
sisted by the Rev. C. A. Ladd,
and proceeded on its way to county; Judge J. R. Lancaster,
Hopkinsville. Burial was in the
California under the direction Scott county; Adam Kalb, Brackfamily cemetery at Cerulean.
en county; Roy Gray, Fleming
of
a Mr. "Buck" Hobby.
Survivors are her daughter;
The "Trail of Tears", so named county; and J. Fred Pace, Cuma sister, Miss Nella Ladd, Cleveland, 0.; two brothers, Preston because it was the route follow- berland county.
Sholar, Hopkinsville, and Wal- ed by the Cherokee Indians when
ter Sholar, Cerulean, and a they were moved from Georgia
nephew, Dr. Flamed -Ladd, of to the western lands, led by the
Tavern. It is said the Indians
Texas.
camped nearby for a short time
and that some of the officers in
(By Associated Press) Ralz Dorr
the American cavalry accomLouisville — The board of
Funeral services for Ralz Dorr,
panying them put up at the trustees of the Baptist homes
former city judge here, who
for children at Louisville and
died in Louisville Tuesday, were Tavern.
Among stories concerning ear- Glendale ;approved a recommenheld there Wednesday. He was a
brother of John and Edd Dorr, ly days at the Tavern is one dation to merge the two instituof Princeton. Burial will be in told in Baker's History of Cald- tions and erect a new building
well County concerning a strang- at a site to be selected later.
Cedar Hill Cemetery today.
er who put up at the Tavern
The recommendation was made
One of the oldest rings known for the night, and upon retiring by the Kentucky Children's comwas a gold Egyptian ring found failed to go immediately to sleep. mission of the General Associaat Ghizeh bearing the name of After some time elapsed, a large tion of Kentucky Baptists, and
Cheops, the Pharoh for whose dog came into his room, took approved without opposition.
tomb one of the pyramids was the man's trousers in his teeth
V. V. Cooke, chairman of the
and started to carry them out. board of trustees of the Louisbuilt.
Mines laid by Nazi submarines The stranger arose, took hi ville home, who presented the
closed the entrance to New York trousers from the dog, and sus- recommendation, said that conharbor for a 30-hour period in pecting some treachery was,un- solidation of the institutions
November, 1942.
derway, attempted to leave the would provide assets of $1,300,000, with $600,000 in cash, which
has been raised in three special Thanksgiving offerings.

Deaths-Funerals

farm Outlook

-

with electriqity, whlcfl woe mm
world-wide fame.
"Franklin is best known for
his Poor Richard's Almanack,
teaching homely lessons of economy and thrift, and for his Autobiography, a model of its kind
in exposing his own wit, wisdom and foibles. This brief biographical sketch of Franklin
justifies the honor we must and
should bestow on this great
American and father of printing. He contributed much to the
development of our country and
to the graphic arts.
''He believed in education for
today. The University of Pennsylvania is a fitting memorial
to Franklin and symbolic of his
interest in education.
"We should resolve to perpetuate his memory and be gilided
by his wisdom and prescience.
He was first a printer, a writer,
wit and a great patriot. By following his example in these difficult days of peace, and becoming his disciples for freedom of
expression, the power of print
can sway the peoples of the
world to a mutual understanding. By practicing Franklin's
philosophy and with faith in his
great wisdom and democratic
ideals, freedom shall not perish.
The Coast Guard cutter, Golden Gate, veteran of three wars,
the San Francisco fire and earthquake, has been decommissioned. Built in 1896, the 110-foot
Golden Gate helped fight the
fire
after the San Francisco
earthquake in April, 1906, and
has been used at various times
to chase rum runners, inspect
cargo, patrol, salvage and in
rescue work.

$1,725 Collected By
OPA For Overcharging
Collection of 1,725.40 in trebledamage claims for overcharges
on items ranging from eggs to
used trucks, in addition to refunds- made to purchasers, was
made last month by price panels
of Price Control Boards in KenAn important step in
Ratcliff — Whiff
tucky, L. A. Cassidy, 0.P.A. dis- ties to expand
telephone'
l Miss Marguerite
executive,
trict information
was taken Monday w i,
daughter of Mr. and
said this week.
began publicwit':
expet Ratruff, Kuttawa, be
near Selma, Ala.,
i 'bride of David T. Whi
tific development of poso, of
Mrs. Nettie Whitfiel
reaching significance ti
Sunday afternoon,
families who do not no,.,
o at two o'clock, at t
telephone service,
home.
In a test being
ic The double ring cere
operatively
by
the
Pledge
:
t
Churches
ton,
Paducah
' performed by Rev. I.
Bell Telephone Ce(onn:
uncle of the bride, in
Quotas Assuring Success the Alabama
Powei
of the immediate lam'
in which-,four well-kh
Of Campaign
The bride wore pale
E. S. Barger, General Cam- dents of Suttle, a Le, brown accessories and a
paign Chairman, Dr. H. H. Stem- nity near Selma, al, corsage of pink rose
bridge, Jr., the Rev. George operating, an experm only jewelry was a
W. Phillips, members of the tern to provide rural strand of heirloom pea
Chairman steering committee, service over the sarn1 had been worn by t
said the First Baptist Church, those used for elect, mother at her wed&
Paducah, at its regular church put to use.
Mrs. Robert Seifrie
H. Mohon, local rr,
service Suday, Jan. 13, announof the bride, was
ced that the First Baptist Church Southern Bell, des( honor. Robert Seifried
and method as the "rural ; man.
had subscribed $75,000
•
adopted a goal of $100,000 for carrier system" of
Mrs. Whitfield is a
Baptist telephone service. It
the
West Kentucky
of Kuttawa High Scho
he said, especially
Memorial Hospital.
tended the University
At a meeting of all of the areas.
tucky, until her marri
Although the systt
Baptist pastors in Paducah held
The
bridegroom
January 12, quotas were set for in the experimental Butler High School
each of the ten Baptist churches, holds promise as one volunteered for service
totaling $255,000. The quotas means of extending , tember, 1943. He serve
were announced to each pastor phone service to mor( with the X. S. Arm
and were unanimously accepted. farms served by pow, South Pacific.
Immediately followi
Business meetings of the Board remote from teler
ceremony, the couple
of Deacons will be held this lines.
short wedding trip thr
week in each Baptist Church
and the quotas will be voted Former I .Pder ixe,( North.
Enroute Home For It
upon.
James Vaughn, STX Rogers — Gibbs
Mr. Barger said subscription
of $75,000 and adoption of a ton, is one of the 300
Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
$100,000 goal by the First Bap- Navy veterans whom • Fredonia,
Route 4, ann
tist Church and acceptance of is returning to the • marriage of
their
quotas set for each Baptist disharges aboard the Virginia Geneva,
to Pf
church in Paducah definitely Lauderdale, part of t! Gibbs, son of Mrs.
G.
assures success of the campaign. Carpet" fleet. This
Paducah, Tuesday, Ja
Negro boy, formerly u Princeton.
The Leader.
The attendants we
--Elbert Rogers, Detroit,
the bridegroom, and
Williamson.
The bride wore navy b

Baptist Hospital
Gets Big Boost

Baptists Plan New
Children's Home

Should be unfortunate enough to cause personal

Think how thankful you would be to turn the
whole case over to a thoroughly reliable Insurance Company and say --

place. Before he could escape
he was discovered by some men
who attempted to stop him. The
stranger managed to obtain an
iron poker, with which he fought
his way from the building and
escaped, so the story goes.
An examination of early court
orders of Caldwell county shows
that apparently ceiling prices are
not a recent discovery. The Caldwell County Court, meeting September 4, 1809, "proceeded to
fix tavern rates for this county:
Dinner, 25c; supper or breakfast, 1/1V4c; corn or oats by the
gallon, 121
/
2c; whiskey by onehalf pint, 121
/
2c; peach or apple
brandy by pint, 121/42c; cider by
quart, 121
/
2c; rum wine or French
brandy by pint, 25c; horse, hay
or fodder by night, 12 1,41 c; lodging by night, 61
/
4c," and ordered
that "the several tavern keepers in this county take the foregoing and no more."
According to this schedule of
prices a traveler could stop at
the Elk Horn Tavern, eat supper and breakfast have a bed
for the night, bay a pint of the
best whiskey and have his horse
put up and fed, all for 811
/
2c.
Before it wAls purchased by
W. P. Spickarfd, Elk Horn Tavern was for! many yeah the
home of WI. and Mrs. W. R.
Dunn.
.

0H,what most of the human race would
give to be in your shoes!
Clothing that you may consider old can
bring new life to some suffering person to
whom war brought despair and destitution.
Goal of the Victory Clothing Collection is
100,000,000 garments, plus shoes and bedding.If your contribution seems negligible,
bear this in mind: Every garment you give
means one more human being saved from
cold or sickness or possibly death.

ceived clothing collected from Americans
last spring. But for every person clothed so
far, a dozen more remain virtually threadbare. Your spare clothing will be distributed free,without discrimination,to victims
of Nazi and Jap oppression in Europe, the
Philippines, and the Far East.
Dig into your attics, trunks, and closets
today...dig out all the serviceable clothing you can possibly spare... take it to your
local collection depot now.If you doubt the
need for it overseas, ask the boys who've
been there!

VICTORY CLOTHING COLLECTION
for OverseasRefiefidi f73/2=,
riet/1
This advertisement was prepared by the Advertising Council,
for the Victory Clothing Collection, and Is sponsored by

Young, trim, ch
i covered Martha
Scientifically d
pounds and wis
sold

Take it to your local collection depot
Immediately.
Volunteer some spare time to your
local committee.
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Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie E. Hars Marguerite
mon, Dawson Road, announce
J. P.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
,hter
the marriage of their daughter,
the
liff, Kuttawa, became
son
Mary, to Mr. Leo W. Black, son
Whitfield,
T.
e of David
of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Black,
Princers. Nettie Whitfield,
Circleville, 0., Friday night, Jan.
Sunday afternoon, January
4, at 9:30 o'clock, at the First
the bride's
at
o'clock,
two
t
Methodist Church in Circleville.
e.
was
The double ring ceremony was
e double ring ceremony
performed.
ormed by Rev. I. W. Napier,
presence
The bride wore a green suit
t• of the bride, in
families.
black accessories and her
with
immediate
he
with
matron of honor, Mrs. William
e bride wore pale blue
Hudson, of Circleville, wore navy
n accessories and a shoulder
blue. Both wore corsages of orge of pink rosebuds. Her
chids. Mr. Hudson was Mr.
jewelry was a beautiful
which
Black's best man.
d of heirloom pearls,
The bridegroom was formerly
been worn by the bride's
stationed at Camp Campbell, and
er at her wedding.
has been discharged from the
s. Robert Seifried, cousin
Army after serving overseas a
he bride, was matron of
year.
r. Robert Seifried was best
Following a reception at the
is
E.
Goodwin
Stice
Mrs.
home of the bridegroom's pars. Whitfield is a graduate
uitawa High School and at- the former Jean McCaslin, ents, the couple left for Columed the University of Ken- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hom- bus, 0., and here for a wedding
until her marriage.
er McCaslin. The wedding trip. They are now at home in
attended
bridegroom
e
took place in Hopkinsville Circleville, where he is connecter High School until he
ed with the Prudential Life InDecember 26.
teered for service in Sepsurance Co.
years
er, 1943. He served 2
black accessories, and Mrs. Rogthe U. S. Army in the ers wore gray with black.
LoHie Moon Circle
Pacific.
Mr. Gibbs recently returned
The regular meeting of the
mediately following t h e from ETO, where he served 3
iony, the couple left on a years. He was with General Lottie Moon Circle of the First
wedding trip through the Patton's Third Army in Germany, Baptist Church was held at the
Koltinsky,
h.
and was awarded the Purple home of Mrs. Claude
Tuesday
Avenue,
McGoodwin
and
Citation
Heart, Presidential
night, Jan. 8, with seven memseveral Battle Stars.
ers — Gibbs
Mrs. Ernest ChilThe couple will reside in bers present.
. and Mrs. L. M. Rogers,
dress read the devotional, from
present.
the
for
Detroit
onia, Route 4, announce the
Peter 2, 1-10.
iage of their daughter,
Reports were read and comCinnamon roll rough can be
*nia Geneva, to Pie Alfred
mittees for the coming year
rolls
individual
into
easily
cut
Akers,
L.
G.
Mrs.
of
son
s,
or were appointed. Mrs. Gordon
cah, Tuesday, Jan. 1, at with a piece of clean twine
Glenn led the program, "Our
the
under
string
Place
string.
eton.
Assets for Building a New
desired
the
at
e attendants were Mrs. roll of dough
assisted by other memWorld,"
t Rogers, Detroit, sister of place and pull both ends up and bers.
bridegroom, and Vernon across. As the string tightens, it
The hostess served a salad
cuts the dough into smooth rolls
amson.
plate to Mesdames Gordon Glenn,
them.
e bride wore navy blue with without flattening
Alvin Lisanby, Ernest Childress
and Misses Gwendelyn Booker
and Mary Wilson Baker.
The February meeting will
be held at the home of Mrs.
Jacob, S. Jefferson
Robert
street.

B. And P. W. Club

PEATURID REGULARLY IN
•HARM'S DAZAAR
•YOMIE
)•0000 HOUSEKEEPING
•WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
•LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

Young, trim, charming...another woman who's dis.
covered Martha Manning's figure flattering fashions.
I Scientifically designed in magic lines that disguise
pounds and wish-away years. Martha Mannings are
sold exclusively by us in this city.

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

Invite you to visit their store and take
advantage of their many bargain values
in HATS, DRESSES and COATS. All mark-

The regular meeting of the
Business and Professional Club
was held Thursday night, Jan.
10, at the George Coon Library.
Miss Atha Stallins, secretary of
the county school superintendent, gave a talk on her work,
and Mrs. Lois Pettit spoke of
her work with the Soil Conservation Service.
Plans were made for a banquet
to be held February 15, at 7:30
o'clock, with members of the
Business and Professional Women's Club of Paducah and
Mayfield as guests. Miss Ruby
Wheatley, president of the State
Federation of B and P W Clubs,
will speak and present a charter
to the local club.
There was good attendance at
the meeting this month, and all
members are urged to attend
the February meetings. Miss
Ruth Lytle, home economist
with the Kentucky Utilities
Company, and
Mrs.
Leona
Trader, circuit court clerk, are
scheduled to be on the program
at the meeting February 14.

Hospital News

Frank B. Loper
Visits In Mississippi

Harmon — Black

cliff — WhitfieldRatcliff,

The condition of Mrs. Lizzie
Lamb, McGoodwin Avenue, remains unchanged. She is being
treated for a fractured hip.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Loper
recently spent a few days v. ith
his mother, Mrs. F. C. Loper in
Newton, Miss. Frank, a corporal
in the Army, has just returned
from 18 months overseas in New
Guinea, Netherland East Indies,
and the Philippines.
He is the holder of the Southwest Pacific ribbon with three
battle stars and an arrow head.
the Philippine Liberation ribbon
with two stars, Good Conduct
Medal, Victory Medal, and the
American Theatre ribbon. 'rhey
have returned to their home in
Bristol, Va.
Mrs. F. C. Loper is the former Florence Cantrell, and a
former resident here.

Before her marriage December 29, Mrs. John H. Bryan,
Jr. was Miss Minerva McCormick. The couple is at home
at Windfall, Ind.

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Louard Egbert,
W. Main street, on the birth of
a son, January 16, at Princeton
Hospital. Mrs. Egbert is the former Jean Blythe.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Brummett,
Eddyville, on the birth of a son,
Lowery Douglas, January 14, at
Princeton Hospital.
Cook fish gently and cook
only until tender in order to
preserve delicate flavor. Test
with a toothpick.

HERE is a popular open
sandal in black gabardine with eyelets for
trim. Its low wedge heel
and comfortable platform make it a joy to
wear.

Mrs. Alice Riley, Fredonia, Is
under treatment fw• a fractured
hip.
Mrs. Grover Oliver, Fredonia,
Route 4, is under treatment.
Mrs. Gladye Deboe underwent
a major operation Sunday, and
her condition is improved.
Mrs. Lawrence Murphy, Princeton, underwent a major operation Saturday.
The condition of Mrs. Ed
Deboe, Cobb, Route 2, is unchanged.
Mrs. Riley Gregory, Eddyville,
was dismissed Wednesday after
treatment.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tanner,
Louisville, visited friends here
and in Eddyville last Friday
and Saturday.
• • •
SAD PARENTS—Ennis D. Stone of Louisville, Ky., is shown
IMr. and Mrs. Gus Carneal, above with his wife after their daughter, Anna Theresia, 2, was
Hopkinsville, were the guests of killed when a pistol fell from his shirt pocket as he bent to kiss
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Greer, W. her goodnight. The gun accidentally discharged, sending a bullet
Main street, last week-end.
through the child's head. (AP Wirephoto)
• • •
To pare pineapple easily, cut
Mrs. C. C. Lowry and son,
it into rings and peel each slice
Duane, who have spent the last
separately.
three months with Mr. and Mrs.
S. J. Lowry, left by plane from OGDEN MEMORIAL
Nashville Saturday for Galves- METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
ton, Tex. to join Lieutenant
Lowry, who is a member of the
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
surgical staff at the station hos- Harry Long, supt.
pital, Fort Crockett.
Morning Worship 10:55 a.m.
• • •
Sermon subject: "When Life
4Mrs. Mary Stone, Morganfield, Tumbles in."
3
•/
spent last week-end with her
Angelus
Fellowship
Youth
daughter, Mrs. Gordon Glenn, Hour beginning at 5:30 p.m.
W. Market street, and other
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
relatives.
Sermon by the pastor and special
Miss Joan Blankenship has music by the Youth Angelus
returned to her home in Temple, Choir.
To clear stock for
Tex., after a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Franklin and son,
Donald H. George, W. Main THE CENTRAL
street. George, who is stationed PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
at Ft. Bragg, N. C., has recently
been promoted from corporal to
Sunday, January 20, 1946
rank of sergeant.
Sunday Shcool 9:45 a.m.
• • •
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Lieut. Commdr. John 0. Reid Topic: "Visions of Paul."
is on terminal leave visiting his
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
wife, the former Mary Lois Topic: "God's Workers."
Rogers, and little daughter,
Sabra Lee, Morgan Avenue, who
recently returned from a visit FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
Walter Rogers, Sarasoto, Fla.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
.• •
a.m. Mulling Service
11:50
improvis
Mrs. J. S. Murphy
Union
ing at her home on Hopkinsville 6:45 p.m. Training
street being seriously ill of flu. 7:30 Evening Wership
• • •
s s Mary Leigh Goodwin, FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
Pasadena, Calif., is spending a
two weeks' vacation with her 9:45 Bible School
tarents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. 11:00 Morning Worship
7:00 Evening Worship
oodwin, Hopkinsville street.
• • •
Add mint to peas. It's delicMiss Genevieve King has returned to Louisville, where she ious.
is attending school, after a
visit during the holidays with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D.
K• g, W. Main street.
• • •
Mrs. T. H. King has returned
to her home in Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., after a visit here with
friends.
When making out a spending
plan, count in the cost of soft
magazines, cigarettes,
drinks,
stamps and other small expenses. You'll find these will mount
up to more than you figured on
in your budget.

Pork should be thoroughly
cooked. About thirty to thirtyfive minutes to the pound is a
good rule.

The flowers that bloom in the spring,TraLa, needn't wait for the weather man's
whim; they're here on your early spring
dresses. Cap sleeves, tiny A no
Waists in cottons, rayons; 9'4,7
bright patterns, button.
downs, too. And, at 5.90,
•
RAYON BEMBERGS1

This new-looking open
toe pump is trimmed
only with slits and perforations, which look like
the Morse code. This is
the dressy pump you'll
want. Available in tan
leather and black patent
for only
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ed down to make room for spring merchandise which is arriving daily.

Make your selections now while stocks
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In all price ranges.
See us before buying.

John Davis & Son

Spring Merchandise and

Did You Make These Children Happy?
To build and keep up the
fertility of the soil would do
more for Kentucky than any
other one thing the people
themselves can bring about, declares Dean Thomas P. Cooper
of the State College of Agriculture and Home Economics in
his report on agriculture to the
'Committee for Kentucky. To
quote him further:
"Soil hnprovemet is basic to
practically all other improvements in farming and farm life.
Immediate steps are needed to
build up the soil on at least
half of all the farms in Kentucky; and on most of the other
half, further soil improvement
could profitably be made.
"Building up of better farms
on the wide scale envisioned
here would be the work of a
period of years—perhaps in 20
years the task could be accomplished. It will require a great
deal of forethought, knowledge,
hard work, and not a little capicare for as
tal. The methods are within
OLISH war-orphans who ham lived without shelter or represenUNRRA
long as they can remember, smile happily as an
the reach of all, and have been
United States in
hands out clothing donated by the people of the
put into pratice successfully on tative
other children overthe nation-wide April clothing collection. Millions of
YOU CP.0 spare.
bedding
both small and large farms. seas need all the protective clothing. shoes and
After the war, farm people will Give them to the Victory Clothing Collection.
have more funds than before
with which to do these things. as much nitrogen and 20 times Barren Farmers Set
So far as credit may be needed, as much potash. It would mean
It is as sound financially to bor- the building of terraces on near- Cover Crop Record
That Barren county farmers
row or lend money for soil im- ly 3 million acres and the rearprovement as for purchase of a rangement of fence lines to per- sowed more cover crops in the
mit contour tillage. It would fall of 1945 than in any prefarm in the first place.
"Over the state as a whole involve seeding a winter over vious year is stated by Farm
the program for land improve- crop on about 5 million more Agent J. 0. Harning, Seed dealment would require about 16 acres of land than are now regu- ers in the county reported
million tons of ground limestone lerly covered, and it would mean selling 64,500 pounds of vetch,
for a basic application (12 times much more attention to effec- 27,900 pounds of crimson clover,
as much as was used in 1942), tive use of livestock manures 8,000 bushels of balbo rye and
and 1,900,000 tons a year there- and crop residues. It would 20,000 pounds of rye grass. In
more good, improved addition to these cover crops,
after. It would take each year mean
barabout 3 times as much phos- pasture-land and meadow land the usual acreages of wheat,
phorus as is now used, 15 times (especially of alfalfa and clover) ley and oats were soked.
and less plowed land. Over the
years it may provide the basis More Ewe Income
for 40 percent more annual inAn increase of $1.14 in gross
come for to -ntucky farmers income per ewe in 1945 over the
than they would have without preceding year was reported by
it."
Logan county farmers having 19

P

John E. Young Agt
!hose SS
!Hamden. Ky.
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Homemakers N

Legionnaires To
Meet At Paducah
A conference of all American
Legion Post Officials, and other
interested Legionaires in Area
'A' of the Department of Kentucky, will be held in Paducah,
Kentucky, January 19 and 20,
Area 'A' Commander Will Ed
Shelton, of Mayfield, presiding.
A large attendance is expected.
H. L. Owens, department commander, Jenkins, Tom Hayden,
department adjutant, Louisville;
Claude S. Sprowles, executive
secretary of the Disabled ExService Men's Board, Lexington,
will be present. Also, 0. A.
Adams, Murray, First District
commander, D a v e DeWeese,
Sturgis, Second District commander, W. W. Willis, Bowling
Green, Third District commander; Chester Porta, Hopkinsville,
executive committeeman, and
others.
The program will open Saturday with registration in the
Cobb Hotel lobby. That night
at 6:30, dinner will be served,
and afterward Clyde Springs
and his orchestra will provide
music for the Legion dance in
the Cobb Ballroom. Sunday, at
2:00 p.m., a business session will
be held and initiation of a large
group of Veterans into the
American Legion will follow.
Surfaces which reflect none of
the sun's rays appear black. Surfaces which reflect all of the
sun's light rays appear white.
No pigment paint is as pure
as the light ray colors seen in
the spectrum.

Schedule
Bethany, 1:30 p.m., F.
Jan. 18, Mrs. Dewey j,,
hostess.
Cobb, 2:00 p.m., Tuesday
22, Mrs. Cline Murphy, h
Lebanon, 2:00 p.m., pi
day. Jan. 23, Mrs. T. A.
hostess.
Eddy Creek, 2:00 p.m.,
day, Jan. 24, Mrs. J. I.
hostess.
Hopkinsville Road, 2:
Friday, Jan. 25, Mrs. Said
rotsky, hostess.

Lebanon

CUMBERLAND RIVER ON RAMPAGE —Ninety percent of Barbourville, Ky., residential district
million
was flooded when Cumberland River went on rampage. Damage was estimated over one
dollars. (AP Wirephoto)
and partly because the summer
of 1945 was one of the coolest
on record in Kentucky, and
The black root-rot disease
ideal for the development of
cost Kentucky burley tobacco
growers millions of dollars in black root rot.
"Black root rot causes severe
1945, according to a new leaflet
of the State College of Agricul- damage every year when a susceptible variety of tobacco is
ture and Home Economics.
"This loss could have been set in infested soil. This is provavoided if root-rot-resistant var- ed by the fact that susceptible
ieties had been used instead of varieties grow on infested land
the old susceptible varieties," at the Experiment Station each
the circular continues. "The loss year for the past 25 years have
was heavier than usual in 1945 yielded about half as much as
partly because of a swing back the same varieties grown on
to susceptible varieties on the root-rot free land."
The circular discusses causes
part of a good many farmers,

Disease Took Millions
From Tobacco Growers

demonstration flocks. Gross income per ewe for lambs and
wool was $19.71. Farm Agent
John R. Watlington states that
OAL
ref dlarustert el POISON
the average wool clip was 8.8
BeZEMA, Prickly Neal, /sabers. Relibit...
pounds each fleece averaging
t/I Ski., CblYsaif or llsosalte
Sweaty
Scalp sr Jeaby Oak. The/
$4.39. Average value of each
Foal. A •••Ileg. seelblag I.11s. Get
state.
es/.
by
sr
He
&eyeball,
It
lamb marketed was $12.93.
Laberstartss. INereass. Al...

of black root rot, how it affects
plants in beds and fields, how
to prevent it, and lists varieties
resistant to disease. Copies of
the leaflet called "Black Root
Rot of Burley Tobacco," can be
had at county agent offices or
from the college at Lexington.
The stamping of designs and
patterns upon textiles was common in India and China even
before available records place
definite dates on such arts and
crafts.
Kauri is a resin secured from
New Zealand.

Lebanon Homemakers rat
regular session January 84
home of Mrs. Tithe Pi
Mrs. George Markoff,
president, had charge of
business session.
Project lesson was a
stration in making article:
shucks. Mrs. T. A. Ladd
a talk on "Nicarauga and
Rica". Recreation hour wai
ducted by Mrs. Herschel
Mrs. Glen Owens was
as a new member.
The hostess' birthday tei,
ebrated with luncheon at
noon to the following
and visitors: Mesdames
Ladd, Phelps, Howard Pi
Glenn Owens, Tillie Pi
Fred Pickering, Lloyd
Sir Isaac Newton d'
that the color of any su
is due to the light which
upon it.
In China the classics w
into tablets which were
by hand in 175 A.D.

By The

Governor

$4•1411141010.111011111

The white light rays of the
sun are composed of many colored light rays, and also contain ultra-violet rays.
The manufacture of dyestuffs
from coal tar originated in England.

Relief At Last
For Your Cough
Creomultdon relieves promptly bemuse It goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
laden phlegm, and aid nature
the and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of CreomuLsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

Of The

Commonwealth of Kentucky

=

CREOMULSION

forCoughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis

Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morganfleld, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Frodomia, Ky.
QUICIMRILIEF FROM
Symptoms of Distress Arising from

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
FreellooliTeSseflleasTrestiesstthet
Mastlielp Sr ftWlIPetTeo Noels'
Overtwo million bottleaolLWILIARD
torrelator
TaNALTAIZNT hareems
aboursh
symptom ofOmeraddles
and Duedswel Mews gusto douse Add-.
Peet BIONIMem leer or Upset Iltegamil.
fjsacsds7. Wish
o
•isissih
irs
which tully
Ask for
esnistne Ws
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

To All To Whom These Presents Shall Come:
WHEREAS, the peace loving people of the world, through their armed might and by the Grace of
God, have just brought to a victorious conclusion the most desperate and far reaching conflict in
the world's history, and the task now ahead of us is the maintenance of peace throughout the world
and the building of international good will and cooperation, and —
WHEREAS, all peoples must vigilantly guard against the future rise of any world power that might
threaten to again engulf the world in a conflict that would end civilization, and —
WHEREAS, the Regular Army of the United States now offers our young men the opportunity to take
action of the highest patriotic significance, by taking the places of those who already have rendered
long and heroic service in conflict throughout the world, to serve in the Army .of the United States
when we must maintain our national security and world peace. The world looks to the United States
of America as the leader in this just cause, and —
WHEREAS, there is a call for recruits now addressed to every man between the ages of 18 and 34
inclusive, those still in service, those who have rece ntly left the service, and those young men who will
be eligible soon for service under the draft, and —
WHEREAS, the Commonwealth of Kentucky, as always, takes its place in patriotic causes —
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Simeon Willis, Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, by virtue of the
authority vested in me, do hereby proclaim and earnestly request the whole-hearted support of
Kentuckians in this movement to recruit a protective force composed of men with a deep desire to serve
to the end that in full preparedness for war, war shall not come.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the great seal of the Commonwealth of Kentucky to be affixed.
DONE AT FRANKFORT this 2nd day of January in the year of our Lord One Thousand Nine Handred
and forty-five and in the year of the Commonwealth the One Hundred and Fifty-fourth.

All 1946 city license taxes are due. All motor
vehicle licenses purchased by February 1, 1946,

CHARLES K. O'CONNELL, Secretary of State

will be subject to a 30 percent discount, but if not
purchased by February 10, 1946, will be subject

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

SIMEON WILLIS, Governor

PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY

to a 10 percent penalty. Please takei notice and

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

ARNOLD'S

"When you buy insur-

SULA AND ELIZA NALL

CORN ICK OIL CO.

ance from this Agency,

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

act accordingly.

you are bringing soca-

"
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Forensic Club is very busy
days making preparations
e play, "Little Women,"
given some time in Feb-

(AP

Newsfeature Beauty

Editor)

About half of the communities
of the United State. (54,000 villages and towns) have only highway transportation.
The custom of wearing rings
was transmitted by the Greeks
and Etruscans to the Romans.
A proton is 1,800 times smaller
than an electron but weighs 1,840 times as much.
Haiti's Independence Day is
Jan. 1.

In ancient Rome every freeman was permitted to wear an
iron ring.
On the index basis of 100 for
1926, the so-called "normal" year,
operating costs of American
automobiles had declined to 50,
or half, by 1939.
The icheumon wasp can smell
a grub beneath two inches of
wood, bore down to it and lay
eggs in its passageway.

Young girls this season are
striving for that vital, healthy
look. Youth must look wholesome and the effect can't be
* • •
achieved with a face that looks
.S. had a bang-up Pep
as if it fell in a flour barrel or
reguwhen
the
Tuesday,
1
one that has layers and layers
rleaders called for volunof cake makeup plastered on it.
several
yells. Six
to lead
If you want a strawberry-andeagerly consented and it
cream complexion and can't
uite a show!! (Don't tell
achieve that radiant glow by
dy—but it was a put-up
good living and proper diet, then
chapel
was
the
for
Pep
perhaps *you do need a little
MUNN and POPLAR STS.
between Butler and Fremakeup. But make it light. A
Tuesday night.
strawberry shade should please
• • •
Expert Attendants
the blonde, brunette or redhead.
attendance
Goodaker,
ell
And if a rich creamy beige shade
for BUS., has reported
Messages and Alcohol Rubs
of face powder is used the makeest attendance record in
up job 'will look more natural.
during the first semester.
There are tricks that can make
100 percent of all children
a made-up face look unmade- up.
ool age are enrolled.
There is one simple one that NELSON MAINTAINS LEAD
• • •
models use to make their com- IN GOLF TOURNEY—Byron
ut half the male populaplexions look pretty. This method Nelson, defending golf champ* 1944 Calendar Pad Refills
* Carbons and Ribbons
f B.H.S. were spectators
of applying makeup requires a ion, misses a short putt on the
* 1944 Diaries and Date Books
* Parker "51" Pens
game between DePaul EIGHTY-SECOND DISPLAYS ITS MIGHT — Members of the 82nd Airborne Division march little patience but it is worth it 17th hole as the ball rolls
* 1944 Peioubets Notes
* Stamp Pads and Inks
Murray College Monday through Washington Arch in New York as they begin their parade up Fifth Avenue from Wash- in the long run.
* Ledger Sheets and Binders
past the cup in San Francisco.
at the Tilghman Gym, ington Square. (AP Wirephoto)
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY
The skin is "iced" first. This He made the 17th in par 5.
h.
is done by taking some ice and The Toledo golf ace finished
• • •
putting it in a smooth towel and the course in 72, with a 54
new classes were added
rubbing it across the clean skin. hole total 215, six ahead of his
STATIONERS
schedule for our second
Or, if you prefer, you can dip closest rival in the San FranBy Miss Nola Wilson
Store No. 2
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
702 So. Main
trigonometry
(By Dorothy Brasher)
er. They are
your towel in ice water and rub cisco Open Golf Tournament.
Mr. Earl Morgan and sister
Mrs. Estel Ladd has been very it across the
Mrs. John L. Quertermous has Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn were
'gh school arithmetic.
face until your skin (AP Wirephoto)
• • •
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Mr. Leon Morgan and Mrs. ill with appendicitis and meas- glows.
les/
Now you can apply a light
er's musicians have receiv- Quertermous in Frankfort.
Morgan.
The alpha particles emitted by
Roderic and Donald Rogers foundation lotion,
Sunday guests of Mrs. Grant
eir solos f rom Dirictor
Mr. and Mrs. Heroert Cochran
if you like. radioactive heavy elements are
have
very
been
ill
measles.
with
contest,
Lowry were Mr. and Mrs. Her- and son, of Marion, and Mr.
Take your strawberry - shade actually atoms of the light
for the Spring
eleMr. and Mrs. Merl Keller rouge and apply
will be held at Madison- man Lowry, of Princeton.
and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker and
it in the three- ment helium.
FREDONIA
and
son,
Wayne,
Chester
Mr.
dot method on the cheekbones
Weekend guests of Mr. and family, of Princeton, were Sune last of March.
the close of the 19th cenAt
Keller,
Barbara
Sue Ladd, J. and rub it up and out
VALLEY
Mrs. Charles Brockmyer, Jr. day guests of Mrs. Florence
to the cor- tury, only ten percent of U. S.
E. Cortner and Eaton Hensley ner of the eye.
•leum technologists foresee were 'Mr. and Mrs. Warden N. Parr.
foreign
SEED
commerce
carried
was
in
CO.
have had measles.
Outline your lips and apply American
• and tremendous increase Whitis, of Fulton.
ships.
Mrs.
Nolie
P'Pool
has
been
your lipstick next. Now you are
Virgil Fuller is visiting relause of natural gas as a
LM.WILLIAMS
.The human hands are capable
very Ill. Her son, Mr. Roy ready for powder.
aterial for the manufac- tives in Detroit, Mich.
When you ap- of a hundred combinations
,'"
47A17
of
Overby,
and
daughter„
Mrs. ply your powder be sure to
Overnight guests of his father,
f chemicals and plastics.
dust movement for every one that a
Fredonia, K /
Herbert Murphy, have been at take, a clean piece of
cotton and horse's hoof can make.
her bedside.
it on instead of rubbing it Then
The average person in the
Miss Dorothy Woolf is im- brush the excess off.
Dip another
proving from pneumonia.
piece of cotton in skin lotion or United States uses about 150
pounds of fresh vegetables a
Rev. Henry Roland preached freshener and brush
lightly over
PRINCESS DESIGNED
year.
here Sunday. Jan. 13. Due to the face. Blot with
tissue. Now
An atom of uranium has a
so much illness there was a small you are ready for
your final
crowd.
powdering which should com- diameter of one hundred millinth of an inch.
Mrs. Amanthas Baker spent plete the job. Powder
in the
Eire, New Zealand and NewINVESTIGATE the many saving features a
last week with her daughter, same way as before.
Smack your
foundland have a single legisMrs. Berry Arvin, near Hopkins- lips to remove excess
powder
lature apiece, with full legislaville.
from lip-stick.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and
planned Insurance program will give you.
This method of making up, if tive powers.
PROFESSIONALLY FINISHED
sons spent Saturday night with done properly, will make
your powdering too, You'll need a
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden.
FOR THE DRESS YOU'RE MAKIN*
complexion look natural. If you fonudation lotion on your neck
Miss Bertha Ladd has returned use an eyebrow pencil,
you and shoulders to hold the
from Bowling Green where she should apply that at the
same powder.
When purchasiqg maspent some time with her sis- time as the rouge.
Mascara is
A teen-age girl shouldn't reter, Mrs. Elisha McCormick.
always applied last.
terial for your dress, let
quire eye-shadow or false eyeTHE MAN WITH THE PLAN
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers,
Don't skip your neck when lashes. A little mascara won't
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie powdering and if you
us make you a CUSTOM
are going hurt if properly applied but if
Rogers spent last Sunday with to wear an evening
wress, make sloppily handled, it will ruin an
MADE BELT to your perMr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers.
sure your shoulders get a good otherwise perfect makeup
job.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
W.
'PAPPY'
Keller
KISSES
BRIDE—Lt.
sonal measurement, in
and
little
daughter,
Anna
Lee, 4/'%.,..:•91A'9).49).,39/..%SlY...'A49).a.)...1APA::10)::\ei..,00...\.);":LI,,:.k.I.',00/.".:',\VV.,0)_,:../.•'.."),200)_," '.../...k.,...' t...agPP....-.%2Q-Y.
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'any of the eight styles
ton kisses his bride, the form- have moved to their home in
s4
er Frances Baker, after re- Hopkinsville, which they have
you may select from our
i1.
1
vealing they had eloped to purchased. Mr. Keller has a
display fixture, made
Las Vegas, Nev. (AP Wire- position with Pierce and Williams Hatchery. They will be
photo)
with the Celanese
missed very much in this commu y, and have our best
Lamicel Process
A total of 13,319,248 square
Cloth, fully guaran- miles are under British control. Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers
The British took possession of called on friends in Eddyville
teed by us to be Newfoundlan
d in 1583.
Sunday afternoon.
The Bermudas islands became
washable, cleanable
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rogers
British by settlement in 1612.
visited her parents, Mr. and
and wrinkle-free. This
During the Middle Ages and Mrs. Henry Taylor, Cadiz, Sune can also furnish you with
the Renaissance, wedding rings day.
belt adds charm and diswere set with gems.
/Mr. and Mrs. Otho Storms
r LEATHERETTE LINED
tinction to your finished
The Fiji Islands were volun- mites' Mr. and Mrs. Claud
t in all of the 8 styles as
tarily placed under British sov- Storms Sunday.
garment for the nominal
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers
wn on the display fixture
ereignty by their chiefs in 1874.
sum of
The British took the island of made a trip to Nashville last
the nominal sum of...
Cyprus from Turkey in 1878 as Monday.
Mr. Riley Smiley, who was
part of a plan for the introducrecently discharged from service,
tion of reforms in Asia Minor.
The electron is believed to is visiting his sister, Mrs. Ovid
have a diameter of one twenty- Hart.

Now Open For Business

Dawson Springs Bath House

ORNETTE

Pleasant Grove

/

A Planned Program

CUSTOM MADE
BELTS

MARK CUNNINGHAM

URGENT! URGENT!
WE ARE IN NEED
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'FEDERATED STORES

EW MERCHANDISE
S NOW ROLLING IN
EW - 1946 PHILCO RADIOS
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY AT OUR STORE
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
Many Other New Articles Are Arriving Daily

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS
EASY WASHING MACHINES
e due to arrive any day. Orders will be taken upon arrival of samples.
Several Different Sizes Radio Tubes.

RY

Mitchell Implement
Company
Phone 242

All heat is the result of the
continuous motion of atoms and
molecules in all substances.
Helium was discovered within
the sun before the element was
located on earth.
Some butterflies' wings are
shingled with more than a million scales.
The average consumption of
fruit in the United States is
about 200 pounds per capita annually.
It has been estimated that
there is gold forth $42,000 in a
section of ocean water one mile
square and 89 feet deep.
Platinum was probably brought
to Europe for the first time in
1741 from Cartagena, Colombia,
by a Jamaican assayer.
During the war, the shipbuilding industry was the biggest user of steel, consuming more than
35,000,000 tons.
The saying "crazy as a loon"
originates in the laughing sound
made by the loon bird.
The New York Navy Yard has
facilities for building ships up to
80,000 tons in size, although the
largest battleship today is only
45,000 tons.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
Permanent TERMINIX Service is the logical method of
obtaining maximum protection
against termites activity now,
keeps your home safe in the
future. Use TERMINIX Inspection Service.
PRINCETON LUMBER—Cir
Phone We
Authorlaird aspraentstIve of
Ohio Valley Torrninix Corporation

INSPECIION3* FREE

...a. A.tb..46.4bAllie

We are facing a serious BOTTLE
shortage. Will YOU Help us?

. PLEASE
return bottles to us. It is *imperative that you leave at your door
as many bottles as the number of quarts of milk our driver
leaves For you on the day of delivery.
PLEASE-IF you purchase milk at your grocery store leave
The bottle shortage is more acute now than at any time
in the history of the dairy industry. We solicit your cooperation.

Princeton Cream & -Butter
Phone 161

P°P.__Eight
What It Means

Warming Up The
Melting Pot
(By Brack G. Curry)
Washington — W a r-imposed
restraints OD inunigration soon
will be eliminated. In a short
time a trickle of war refugees
and displaced persons, pushed
or yanked from their homes by
the Nazis, will start entering the
United States from European refugee camps.
Orphaned children probably
will predominate.
Acting under President Truman's December 22 immigration
directive, a government committee will give on-the-scene assistance to help speed the movement to this country of European refugees and displaced persons. The refugees will come in
under existing immigration laws.
Headed by Ugo Carusi, commissioner of naturalization and
immigration of the Justice department, the committee will set
sts,00kose DOG FOUND—Lee Aldrich, 9, of Cleveland, is reup five or six offices in the
united with "Duke," his German Shepherd who was purchased
American zone of Germany.
for $15,000,000 at a Victory Bond auction. Lost for two weeks,
Staffed by representatives of
the dog was found among a pack of strays. A bank gave the dog
the Justice and State departto Lee. (AP Wirephoto)
ments and the U. S. Public
Health Service, these offices will Balkans is about 39,000, says the And Movie Tears
pass on the qualifications of re- Immigration and Naturalization
Put Out The Fire
fugees and displaced persons
Service.
Richfield, Idaho (IP) When a
seeking to enter the United
Under the law, no more than hotel caught fire, the volunteer
States.
10 percent of the annual quota fire department was called. But
Why They Stopped
During the war very few per- can be admitted in any month. there were volunteers even clossons came to the United States This limits the number of per- er-25 men who streamed out
from Europe. The reasons: trans- sons who can be plucked from of a movie theater next door
portation shortages, closing of camps in Europe and moved to and formed a bucket brigade.
American consular offices and this country to about 3,900 a
obstacles imposed by enemy na- month.
tions.
The Immigration and Naturali- Mad? Or Was It Scotch?
In 1942, for example, about zation Service is uncertain what
Cody, Wyo. (R) A Cody man
10 percent of the immigration nationality will be chiefly affect- has offered $100 reward for the
quotas were used. In 1943 the ed by the President's directive. capture of the person who stole
figure slumped to five percent. Some of the Quotas
a bottle of whisky from his
It rose to six percent in 1944
A quota of about 25,900 of the automobile.
and to seven percent in 1945.
39,000 annual quota for the
Now President Truman says countries of this area is allotted ed by a sponsor. This includes
the United States "shares the re- fo Germany. Poland has an an- guaranteeing travel cost and
sponsibility to relieve the suffer- nual quota of 6,524, Austria 1,413, visa fees.
What about the Oswego reing" resulting from the "appall- Yugoslavia 845, Czechoslovakia
ing dislocation of populations in 2,874, Bulgaria 100, Hungary 869 fugees?
Originally numbering about
Europe."
and Roumania 377.
In his directive Mr. Truman
Visas issued to refugees and 1,000, they were moved there
said:
displcced persons will be charg- temporarily from refugee camps
"To the extent that our pres- ed to the country of birth. For in Italy by the late President
ent immigration laws permit, example, a visa issued to a Pole Roosevelt. They are described by
everything possible should be in Germany will be charged to the Immigration Service as antidone at once to facilitate the the Polish Immigration quota. Fascists and anti-Nazis.
Many have relatives in this
entrance of some of these dis- Immigration quotas do not acplaced persons and refugees into cumulate in years when coun- country. The State Department
the United States."
tries fail to meet their quotas, and the Immigration Service
lave decided most of them would
The President's directive prin- as during the war.
cipally affects two groups:
The Immigration and Natur- be eligible to enter the country
1. Natives of Central and East- alization Service says all per- if they were applying under the
ern Europe and the Balkans, sons accepted must pass the phy- immigration laws.
So, instead of sending them
since most of the refugees and sical and mental tests set out
displaced persons are from these in the immigration laWs. This back to Europe to apply for imareas.
mewls that persons guilty of migration visas to this country,
2. Persons at the Oswego, N. crimes or moral turpitude or they'll be allowed to become
Y., war relocation camp.
those who can't pass physical permanent U. S. residents (1) if
The total annual immigration and mental tests will be rejected. they wish and (2) if they can
qualify under the immigration
quota for the countries of Cen- Refugees Need Sponsors
tral and Eastern Europe and the
Each refugee must be support- laws.

TAX BOOKS
ti

Now Ope
In compliance with the Tax Laws of
.for inKentucky, the tax books are now
spection by taxpayers of Caldwell County.
They can be seen at my office in Princeton until February 1, 1946.

(AP N•wersaier“)
(By Norman Bradley)

Chattanooga, Tenn.—Ladies who
love orchids should look with
affection on Clint McDada, a big
volume grower who believes
the price of the exotic blooms
should come down.
And McDada, a Chattanoogan
who has burgeoned a passing
fancy in flowers into a multithousand dollar, profitable business within five years, wants
to do something about it.
The retail price of an orchid,
running in wartime from $7 to
$20, is "too high" he adds,
amidst a profusion of blooms
from some of his 22,000 flowering plants in greenhouses atop
Signal Mountain.
"When an orchid sells for
that much, it doesn't fulfill the
purpose of a flower. We here at
Rivermont Orchids don't believe' in encouraging such prices.
"When we really get going (his
venture already approaches the
size and scope of the largest independent orchid grower of the "They say all his other clothes went to_the Victory Clothing
- reach which would Collection-'1
blooms at i
nation) we'd like to sell our
mean a fair retail price of $2.50 Chance In 10,000
or $3.
They Work Together
"It's not that we wouldn't like
Cincinnati, 0. (R) A Univerto take in the money—we just sity of Cincinnati graduate and
believe it'd be better for the busi- his wife, also a graduate, are
Modern Services Proness to sell more orchids for reported by campus officials to
less."
vided In Tollo Building
be the only husband and wife
That's from a man who can realicensed by
persons
10,000
among
By H. E. Robinett
sonably expect to have around
the Ohio State Board of Regis70,000 flowering plants within
The Dawson Springs Bath
tration for Professional Engitwo or three years. The quality of
located in the remodeled
House,
neers to practice professional
by the American Orchid Society's
at Munn and Popular
building
state.
in
this
engineering
Rivermont Orchids is indicated
there, known as the old
streets
1933
Sell,
M.
Francis
are
They
grant of two awards of merit,
and 1935 Tollo plant, was formally opentwo first class certificates and a chemical engineering
ed Tuesday, with H. E. Robinett,
silver medal to McDade's entries master of science graduate of
proprietor.
wife,
his
and
university;
the
unpreceshow—an
in a recent
Purchased by Mr. Robinett,
dented honor for a single Mrs. Octavia Spencer Sell, 1930
bachelbr and master of science construction was started in June
grower.
Delays prevented
McDade's now full blown graduate. He is superintendent of last year.
summer,
interest in orchids was planted of ink production, with his wife the opening late last
planned.
originally
as
the
at
Naassistant,
principal
as
a
by
ago
years
ten
than
less
The building has been comfriend and blossomed because tional Marking Machine Commarking pletely remodeled and redecorathis son, never particularly happy pany, manufactures
ed throughout. The lobby, 19x37
in business, "loved to work with equipment for laundries.
feet, is enclosed in plate glass.
the plants."
of bloom "which everybody The second floor has been made
A highly successful business
thinks of as orchids," Mr. Mc- into a recreation room. The bath
dismagazine
man—he owns a
said. But in one green- department, located in the basetribution agency which operates Dade
house are rows' of "growers' ment, will utilize modern equipin 11 southern states—McDade
as he called them,
Ilea always loved flowers. For orchids,"
ment, including steam cabinets,
rare and particumany years he specialized in the which include
sits baths and tub baths. There
valuable types used princiculture of iris but only as a larly
is also a hot dry room. Only
for exhibition or breeding.
hobby. In the late '30s, R. H. pally
mineral water will be used.
A
real
money.
worth
They're
Gore, a lifelong friend who had
? Heady D. Ethridge, an experiefan
represents
one
on
pod
seed
returned to the United States afenced attendant from Red Boilblooming
Easter
an
ter serving as governor of Puerto fort to cross
will be in
for its ing Springs, Tenn.,
Rico, invited McDade to Florida plant with another noted
charge of the men's department,
of
hope
the
in
and
color,
size
to see his orchid collection and
The women's
getting a plant which will bloom Mr. Robinett stated.
to give him a few plants.
department will be in charge of
orchids
when
spring,
the
in
early
That was the start of the
Mrs. Robinett, who is a graduhobby turned big business. Mc- are in high demand.
ate massuese.
$1,000
just
sake
"We
wouldn't
a
in
space
Dade rented a small
florist's greenhouse and began for the chance that pod will proOne theory as to why engageputtering around with orchids. duce what we want," said Mcment and wedding rings are
Mrs. McDade gave impetus to Dade.
In seven years, he can find worn on the third finger of the
his interest by presenting him
if he lost that $1,000 or has left hand is that the Egyptians
out
with a book on orchid culture.
plant
a
worth many, many times believed a vein ran from that
"'That was the most expensive
finger directlY to the heart.
$5 book she ever bought," he that amount.
said laughingly.
Everest, his elder son, displayed an even greater interest in
the plants and their development. He began a serious study
of orchids and later developed a
controlled method of seed culture suitable to this climate.
In 1942, McDade decided to
"put my life savings into some•
thing I thought Everest would
like to operate" and Rivermont
Orchids was born. Everest entered the service in 1942 but expects to return to the management of the nursery quite soon.
Incidentlly, his plants will include some he sent from Tokyo
which are "growing like weeds."
The firm, now Clint McDade
and Sons (his second son, Neil,
owns an interest too), has grown
faster than its orchid plants
which takes seven years to mature. It now owns around 22,000
blooming plants, an equal number which will mature within
two or three years, and at least
60,000 seedlings coning along.
McDade grower, John Lines,
a second generation orchiclist
whose father, Oliver, is one of
the nation's foremost experts,
valued the mature plants at $10
or more each with some of the
rarer varieties worth from $100'
to $500 each.
Recently McDade invaded the
world field with the purchase of
the complete stock of the
Orchidhurst Nursery near London, a world famous firm. In
addition to its own carefully
tended seedlings, the local
nursery is constantly adding to
Its stock from all over the world.
The majority of the plants
grown here are of the cattleya
type, producing the corsage type

New Bath House
At Dawson Springs

* Metal Waste Baskets
*Metal Card
*Metal Acco

Cabinets
Fasteners

* Metal Desk
* Metal

Lampe

Stapling

Machines

• Metal Typewriter Stands

* Metal Letter Trays

with or without arms
We also have in stock office chairs
the famous Shepherd

Posture Chair.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

ORNETTE'
STATIONERS
Store No 2

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

702 tk.

FOR!PRIVATE SALE
The J. L. Small Reside'
Located at 423 East Maim Sir
Primate', Ky.
This is a ten room house including
the Bath
The main floor consists of eight rooms
cluding the large bath room and sun r
there is also a glass inclosed back porch
regular front porch; the upstairs is divided i
two large rooms.
The home has all modern conveniences i
chiding gas furnace, cedar lined closets a
other improvements not usually found in
ordinary home.
It is now being used as two apartme
with connecting bath; one consists of six roo
including the sun room and the two upstd
rooms; the other has three rooms. They
have.separate entrances and meters for gas a
electricity.

If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
guaranteed.

Sisk Motor Co.
10th and Clay St.
Phone 50
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ALVIN LISANBY
Attormey for the Small estate
Phones 67 — 167.
...

•

.$391

Men's regular

Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leak
ing?

S. Ha
• y Prob

If interested call or see

Rubber Boots

STORM KING
or 1-2 Hip Boot .

ursday

wo

Office Supplies

YES! We Have'Em

Satisfaction

Tax Commissioner, Caldwell County

On the scent of a female, the known to fly seven miles
male promethea moth has been the night.

Orchid Hobby Pays

Radiators!

Mrs. S. J. Larkins
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$595

FULL HIP ..
E $695
Ladies Boot ..

3
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Where Your ..Have More Cents'
PpINCETON, KENTUCKY
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exodus from Washington.
We could go back to the Tho' A general session for farmers
mas Corcorans and Leon Henashington — President Truall day January 29 and sectional
dersons who took their talents
meetings devoted to various
has been criticized for a
elsewhere
and,
for
much more
phases of agriculture January
ber of his important governmoney
before President Roose31, and February 1, will make
tat appointments. Some of it
velt's death. They started the
up the program of the annual,
inly is undeserved.
parade but the really signifiFarm and Home Convention at
rely, if ever, has a new cant thing
about them is that
the University of Kentucki, this
f Executive had to sit by not one so far has
been won
year. Homemakers will meet in
e so many ace executives back into the government.
separate sessions all four days.
advisers have left his staff
More recently and more imWednesday sectional meeting
has a President had more portantly, scores
of capable men
will be agronomy, dairying.
persuading
top-notchculty
have run from the Washington
animal husbandry, and farm
to come into the govern- scene since VJ-Day.
Leo T.
management: Thursdny's meett.
Crowley has left a gap in sevings,
agronomy, horticulture,
llar-a-year men and execu. eral important jobs.
William S.
animal husbandry, poultry, and
who served for $10,000 a Knudsen has gone. Ralph K. Daanimal health; Friday's meetings,
or less during the war, vies, who did such an outstandagronomy, and rural church and
they could make many ing job as executive director of
community.
private
industry, the Petroleum
s that in
Farm organizations to meet
Administration for HOME SWEET BUS —Alphonse Jacobs, ex Army staff sergeant, works from window of a street
feel free to accept those War, has left. Theodore R.
"Ted" railway bus which he is converting into a home for his wife and three-months-old daughter. during the week include the
ctive offers without being Gamble, No. 1 salesman of Un- Jacobs, a skilled cabinet maker, bought the bus (minus
engine) for $100 and has already installed state association of Jersey, Holed of lack of patriotism. cle Sam's war and victoryjionds, a kitchen, livingroom and bedroom combination and a bathroom
and ,s.1=ey. He expects the stein, Guernsey and Brown
, though it is rarely men- has returned to his chain of Ore- project, which he works on in his spare time, to cost under
Swiss breeders, -the KeVeicky
$350. (ArWirephoto)
, many of these men are gon movie houses; Adm. Emory
Veterinary Medical Association,
in that a period of inflation S. Land has quit the Maritime Family Skulldudgery
the Kentucky Federation of
Huge Corn Yield
coming when government Commission for better
Homemakers, and the Kentucky
Crawfordsville, Ind. 01 Harry
paying
e-collar salaries will hardly job and his co-worker Adm. H. T. Starnes, observing his family's On Sawbriar Land
Rural Church Council.
V. P. Withers, of Breekinridge
the wolf from the door.
A farm and home equipment
L. Vickery has retired. Stephen 75th year as Ileekeepers, says
show at the convention will
) President Truman's ideolo- T. Early stayed around as chief they got their start when his county, harvested in the fall of
The use of plenty of fertilizer include the latest electrical and
being much more near the White House publicist only
long grandfather stole a hive of bees 1945, 84 bushels of yellow hybrid
•le of the road than Presi- enough to see Truman well seat- from an uncle. But the uncle corn per acre on a field of five and letting the tobacco stand gas equipment for the home
Roosevelt's, don't attract ed.
knew about it—there was a su- acres which until a few years until it was well ripened helped and farm; a farm-building and
men who are willing to sacperstition
it was unlucky to sell ago was waste land grown up James Tennill of Henry county materials display; labor-saving
Byron Price, who made the
everything for an idea.
in sawbriars and sumac. He told produce over $1,000 worth of equipment which can be made
almost impossible task of war- or give away bees.
ithout casting any reflection time censor look easy, has
Farm
Agent Kennett A. Brabant leaf to the acre, he told County at home, and such implements as
quit.
a one-man baler, baled-hay elehe men who have succeeded So has Daniel W. Bell, whom
Benzine is a petroleum pro- he has applied three tons of Agent W. B. Howell.
From 2.6 acres he sold 5,172 vator and post-hole-digger at, let's just glance at the many here call the
greatest un- duct but benzene (spelled with limestone, 60 tons of manure and pounds for an average
of $51.28 tachment for a tractor.
who have joined the great dersecretary
of the treasury we an e) is similar to benzol and approximately three tons of comThe farm and farm home in
toluol which are definite com- mercial fertilizer per acre during a hundred pounds. He grows
have ever had.
Ky. 16.
the reconversion period will be
Harry Hopkins, who momen- pounds derived from the light the past 20 years. Withers has
It was the fourth straight one general subject discussed
used a five-year rotation plan
tarily served President Truman oil to coal tar.
year for tobacco on the same at the convention. This will inof
wheat
and
tobacco
or corn
as indispensably as he ever had man's speechwriting left
land. In that time three crops clude the outlook for the year,
elbow
Disappeared Overnight Roosevelt,
has gone into the as he was to Roosevelt's right, followed by redtop, red clover of vetch have been plowed
under improvement of farm homes,
Blackheads, Tee,Beat Fast higher paying
and
lespedeza.
organized labor is leaving any day now. EconoV... It la true, there Is a safe,
and 10 loads of manure, 500 price regulations, cooperation,
harmless. media-rated liquid called field.,,
Donald Nelson, war pro- mist Robert Nathan has bowed
IttlIREX ta.“ dries UP pimples
organization, and
overnisht as it act• to looter And remora
New York Navy Yard workers to 800 pounds of superphosphate community
sale blackhead. Those srho folhured am- duction chief, is representing the out. So has Lawyer Oscar Cox,
ok duvet.. and applaird Mom a
created
a new ship during and 500 pounds of 6-8-6 fertili- health.
independent movie men. His suc- who wrote the Lend Lease Act.
returns were amazingly aorprieed when
The church and community in
their ,amaylesand blackheads bad dhow
World War II by joining to- zer to the acre used each year.
omen eatimaiastioally praise Illsores and cessor, J. A. Krug, has folded
Morris Ransdell of Shelby reconversion will be discussed
Is it any wonder that Presi- gether two badly damaged
they are no longer •otbarrassesi and an now
dessob then clear oomplesloian U.S RISOrs. his
Washington
tent. Judge dent Truman is a little frantic troyer escorts.
county received $53.98 a hun- at a meeting of rural pastors
!wont-soon does not hooray. you set
matey back. Ask toe mamma today.doubts
rms. Samuel I. Rosenman, who has about getting salary hikes for
The Emancipation Proclama- dred for a crop from land that on Friday, Feb. 1.
•
been as close to President Tru- federal executives and Congress? tion
OAW601411 DRUG wives
went into effect Jan. 1, 1863. has been in tobacco every year
for 14 seasons. He told Howell
that he let his tobacco stand un- Grades Of Meat
U.S. Choice is stamped on the
til it was "quite ripe." He has
plowed under wheat each year highest quality meat. The aniand spread manure, superphos- mals have been well-fattened,
phate and commercial fertilizer. which is evidenced by a high
degree of marbling. This is the
He grows Ky. 4IA.
County Agent Howell believes ideal meat for steaks and roasts.
much tobacco is cut too green The next grade, U.S. Good, goes
to make high-quality leaf. He on meat that is good quality for
also
believes many farmers all uses. It has little fat mixed
should use more superphosphate in with the lean. U.S. Commercial is third in line.
This Kentucky girl has lived in an iron lung MOPS
and commercial fertilizer.
than a year now. Like hundreds of others crippled
In Canada the federal governby dreaded polio, she is slowly responding to treat..
Everybody reads The Leader!
ment and parliament have full
'Tient provided by the State Chapter ce the National
authority over the Yukon and
Foundation For Infantile Paralysis.
Northwest territories, although
each has a small legislature in
addition.
The 17-year-old locust is diminishing in numbers because
of the perils inherent in its prolonged life cycle.

Late Cutting Of
Tobacco Helpful

Lumber Coming On
About a third of the 10,000,000
acres in woods in Kentucky will
produce trees of saw-timber size
within the next 15 years, according to the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
circular "Opportunities in Agriculture." This would mean trees
16 inches or more in diameter.
The super aircraft carrier
Franklin D. Roosevelt has a pow.
er plant large enough to generate
electricity for a city the size of
Washington.

H E Y JEAN, HOLLYWOOD
WANTS YOU — Jean Peters
(above), 19, is aboard a train
enroute to her home in Columbus, 0., but a movie studio
wants liffirturn around.-She
came to Hollywood for a screen
test after winning a beauty
contest sponsored by several
Columbus newspapers a n d
when she heard no more about
it, figured she had failed. But
20th Century-Fox officials who
finally saw the screen test
now want to give her a contract and are trying to locate
her. (AP Wirephoto)

Nationally f a mous—
HELM'S CHICKS
U. S.
Approved — Pullo r u m
controlled -- Hold four
world all time records
— Immediate delivery
— Chicks now in brooders — Also booking for
future—Matings contain
hundredst of ROP males
from hens with official
records from 200-300
eggs. Call for free
Brooding Bulletins.

Everybody reads The Leader!

Helm Hatchery
Across from hitchyard
PRINCETON

PIMPLES

With BROADBENT'S codified, dependable, high yielding varieties of
hybrid corn.
Won may 10 prizes in /945 county contests for yiirld p•r acre.
Graded far width, thickness, length and gravity.
BROADBENT'S yellows: Ky.-Y102—Ky.-Y103 and US-13.
BROADBENT'S whites: Ky.-69—Ky.-7213 and Ky.-203.
Buy BROADBENT'S hybrid Seed Corn horn

COLD WAVE
AWESS

•Each kit contains 3 full
ounces of Salon.typ• solution.
60 Curlers, 60 end tissues.
MV.
1 aPacator. neutralizer
and complet• instructions.

041igi
raes
a.

I am Pleased

DAWSONS DRUG STORE

• Need'a

LAXATIVE?
Black-Draught Is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

/

to announce the appointment of this company to represent
.

the

IRON FIREMAN
Manufacturing Company
in this county
HELP FIGHT INFANTILE PARALYSIS
Every year thousands of our young people
are struck down by polio. It leaves most
of them crippled and exhausted, and greatly in need of expert care if they are to make
any progress on the long road toward
recovery.
And regardless of race,creed or condition,
the National Foundation For Infantile
Paralysis comes in and provides the help
necessary to repair, as much as possible,
the damage done to the victims of this
disease. Such work calls for long and
expensive hospital and clinical treatment,
with special equipment for many patients.
In addition, the Foundation carries on
extensive research into the cause, prevention and cure of polio (otherwise known as
"the Crippler") which eventually will

commer the Enemy. It is a goal worthy of
man's best efforts...but it takes a lot of
money.
To maintain its program during the next
twelve months, the Foundation must have
additional funds. So it is conducting a
drive - January 14 to 31 -- through State
and County organizations. Halfthe money
raised is retained for local aid. The
remainder goes into a general fund to
assure every victim of infantile paralysis,
regardless of means, the best medical care
science can provide.
Give ae generously as you can. If you
are not solicited, mail your subscription
to your County Polio Fund Chairman.
But Give! And help end the dismal toll
exacted by "the Crippler" every year.

'S i,
KENTUCKY

UTILITIES
Ismeporemd

COMPANY

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern life with its hurry and worr3r,
Irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and infeotIon—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to filter excess acid
and other impurities from the life-giving
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache. flimsiness, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling—feel constantly
tired, nervous, all isOen out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are IMMOtimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Donn's Pills. Elona's help the
kidneys to peas oft harmful excess body
waits. They have had more than half a
ceatury If public approval. Are recover
mended L.)
, grateful users everywhere.
Mk VW salahborf

DOAN'S PILLS
Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly
if you
coffer Rom
rheumatic. arthri.
neuritis
Oa or
pun. try
due .trap!.
inexpensive
recipe
home
thousands
that
am
mos. Get
a
peaut of Rule
Compound, a 2 maim' eupOy today. Mix
It
with a quart of wits., add
the
ham of 4 haws, leo ewe, piquant
emi
troulds m all. You need col&tal
ale two time e dep.
within
Lane
42
— sometime
over.
nighe — aplearini
mules us obtained.
U
the
pews
do
sot
quickly
lease
end d you do not hal beast, Ruts
will corn you nothing so try as it is
mild by your drupelet wider as elm
Wee
moserbeelk
guarames.
Ru(14
Compound it is, We sod reosameadad

az

DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

World's Largest Manufacturer of automatic stokers, IRON FIREMAN
is
now busily engaged in production of domestic Stokers for homes,
to
fill the pent-up demand brought on by the war.
Before you buy or order a new stoker for your home, let us
tell you
about the IRON FIREMAN.

11. N LUSBY
Phone 88

132 E. Main
PRINCETON

We are also dealers for Norge Refrigerators
and the wonderful new Bendix Electric Washer

•
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Methodists Will
Dead
Honor War
Morning Service

Dawson Springs Gets
Fund For Sewage Plant

Hunsaker Boys Do
Well On Tobacco

Livestock Market
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Carl Sparks Is
Winner Of Award
for Citizenship

Ch.
For Spell'
Saturda

Mrs. H. Bannister
Is City Auditor

For Sale!.‘,it
C. A. Wooda

RADIO REPA1

Caldwell Service
Men Discharged

Electronic Industries

RETONGA A BLESSING
TO HIM SAYS MINISTER

No Sugar Ration
Can Be Had Here

VALUES

Don't Wait!

Ammonium Nitrate
Mitchell Implement Co.

Western Auto,widiragnaceinritLilra1
Associate Store evre$5711$1:e:thsnl

CLASSIFIED ADS

Rockland Brand Pure Louisiana Sugar House Molasses in Bulk!!!
bring your buckets. Sold at
The finest you ever tasted. Bring your jars, bring your jugs,
biscuits.
hot
or
pancakes
waffles,
on
delicious
Most
pound.
net price per

New Orleans Molasses, pound 10¢ (plus container cost)
MARSHMALLOW PUFF
pound
bulk
CAKES,
OLIV-ILO, perfect toilet
2 cakes
SOAP cake 6¢
ALICE BRAND TOMATO
large 46 oz. can
JUICE,
Nile Brand California (water packed
2 can
/
No. 21
PEACHES,
BATTLESHIP PURE
quart jar
MUSTARD,
CRYSTAL WEDDING
ROLLED OATS, large pkg.
SAUER
pound
bulk
KRAUT,
ALICE BRAND
No. 2 can
HOMINY,
Boone County Barbecue
SAUCE, No. 1 can 13¢ 2 for
.DeLuxe Italian Style
16 oz. jar
SPAGHETTI,

23f

Oxford Creme Sandwich

COOKIES

bulk

pound 20(

Harvest Brand Country Style

11

22
114
Lit
12(
15(

og

MIXED ,PICKLES, quart jar
LITTLE MILL
15C
No. 2 can
SPINACH,
TODAY'S (vacuum packed)
1 pound jar
COFFEE,

29(

GIFT WISCONSIN
No. 2 can 12(
SWEET PEAS,
Valley Lea Evaporated
3 tall cans 25(
MILK
Per cooking or drinking, guaranteed in
every particular.

5(t

SWEET (pride of Ozarks)
2 can 23ft
/
No. 21
POTATOES,
packed in sugar syrup

15(
15c

CRACKIN' GOOD SODA
2 pound pkg. 28(
CRACKERS
VACUUM PACKED (most delicious)
No. 2 can
PEANUTS

29fl

FOR SALE — Country sausage. Alvin
It
Lisanby. Phone 167
HELM'S pullorum controlled chicks—
immediate
four
delivery — holder
worlds records—brooding bulletin.—
HELM'S HATCHERY—across from
hitchyard--Princeton.
HERE AT LAST—The Pride of
kitchen
South, that
tested
Acuff flour at Rogers Grocery,
W. Market St.

WANTED TO BUY—Open gas heater,
large enough to heat room 18X24
1tp
feet Phone 07 or 189.
FOR SALE — Ladies coat, size 40:
Men's suit, size 94. Both high grade
material; in first class condition.
Se* Mrs. Portman, Henrietta Apts.
FOR SALE: Building Site-25 acre.-14 acres farm land, 11 acres young
stone,
building
timber, 100 sem
30,000 saw timber, 30 fruit trees.
Special building location for country
home. Situated on Dawson Road.
Itp
Call 416.
FOR SALE—Philco car radio; complete
8.mm movie outfit, includes Projector, camera, splicer, telescopic
view finder and f 5.6 lens; 35mm
candid
Unlvitx
Mercury
camera,
with light meter, genuine leather
case, flash
carrying
syncronizer
and two flash bulbs; 16mm KeyWilson,
stone
projector. Everett
Phone 561
JUST
men's
RECEIVED-5 dozen
ehirte, $1.85 and 61.90. Also 5 dozen
boys' over-all Pants. size 6 to IS,
It
$1.130. Wood and McElfatriok.
FOR SALE — Country sausage. Alvin
It
Lhianby. Phone 10

weed

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Wtomelp

HEAD (extra large Jumbo)
LETTUCE 4 doz. size head 10(

IDAHO
POTATOES, 10 lb. mesh bag 49it

FANCY RED
NEW POTATOES

FRESH AND CRISP
CELERY, Florida, stalk
LONG AND GOLDEN
bunch
CARROTS

35(
TEXAS
GRAPEFRUIT seedless lb. lft
ONIONS, pound 8ft 10 lbs. 15(
PILLOW

5 pounds

the
Roy
2043
4tp

to
Balance
the
Fondly
Budget

15(
01
81(

holiday and year•end ea.
ponees have put your budget
out of balance. eye us ior a
loan to straighten things out.
Prompt. Private Derek*.

U

FRESH RIPE
TOMATOES

pound

25(

CASH & CARRY STORES

Go To Cayce-Yost Co.
IN HOPHINSVILLE, KY. FOR

Your Farm Supplies and Hardware

I niersiale
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger. Mgr.
Prbieetea, Kaatesay
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NOW IN STOCK:
• WYATT NON-SAG PLANT BED BURNERS
•41-A KY. NO. 16
• BARBED WIRE
• BARNETT'S WHITE BURLEY
• VIGORO FOR PLANT BEDS
• JUDY'S PRIDE
• BURLEY TOBACCO SEED
v

Waldorff,
ef
head
r

AMMONIUM NITRATE..

or
a
de
ger
iw

Just received a car of Ammonium Nitrate for top dressing small grain.

FIELD SEED:Recleaned and Tested
Blue Grass
Red Top
Rye Grass
White Clover
Seed Oats (extra quality)

Red Clover
Sweet Clover
Alsike Clover
Alfalfa (very limited supply)
Orchard Grass
Timothy

KOREAN LESPEDEZA

or
at
IA yak sat
When they
aorbell, Iv the
net Igail Can
ictott Ciothin

Dr1 it 0.11ai

Id
See us for Korean and Kobe Lespedeza. Special lots and best Recleaned Seed. 31(410',

IN HOPKINSVILLE
IT'S

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT

Start Right in '46

Cayce-Yost Co.

ask
11

ly

